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What did Locke and Hobbes say about people?
a. What about the purpose for government regarding freedom and security?
Define rule of law
Define natural rights
Locke and Hobbes lead to what two political ideologies? Why?
Define fiscal
What do conservatives and liberals believe fiscally and socially?
Why do the Articles of Confederation matter?
Major problems with the AoC?
How Shays’ led to the Constitution?
What happened in Shays’
Table 2.2 about the AoC
Why did the AoC get thrown out?
What questions were people asking at the Constitutional Convention?
What were the demographics of the Framers?
Locke or Hobbes influenced the Cons? Defend this.
Where does all political conflict come from?
What is a faction?
Why was Madison afraid of factions?
Prove that Washington hated factions.
What is the purpose of government according to Madison?
What is the nature of government according to Madison?
Know the NJ, VA, and CT Plans.
How did the CT Plan give smaller states more power?
3/5 Compromise. What did the north and the south want? Why?
Economic issues addressed in the Cons. – 2.4 Table.
Name all the individual rights in the Cons and explain each of them. This is a big deal.
What was Beard’s book title?
The relationship between the type of people who framed the Cons and the way it was written.
How do revolutions always end up? What was different about the American Revolution?
a. How did the Framers keep this from happening?
Define tyranny of the majority.
Define landed minority.
Define wealth redistribution.
How did Madison insulate the federal government?
What is meant by the metaphor of “isolation” when referring to the Cons?
List ways each of the three branches were insulated from popular control in the original Cons.
Define excessive democracy and explain how Madison used that phrase.
How did insulation of the exec and legs change over time?
17th amendment.
How is the judicial branch still insulated today?
How does the Electoral College work? How did it originally work? How does it work now?
Define rubber stamp.
What does communism have to do with Beard’s ideas and how they have been received?
Who wrote the Federalist Papers?
Summarize Fed 10.
Define faction.
List ways to stop a faction.
Explain the “if men were angels” quote.
Summarize Fed 51.
Describe both types of divisions of power.
How is separation of powers like capitalism in how they help the people?
Summarize Fed 84.
Why did the Federalists not like the Bill of Rights?
Why didn’t the Federalist like the Articles of Confederation?
How has scope of government changed since the framing of the Cons?
Explain how the Legs, Exec, and Jud have expanded the scope of gov since the framing of the Cons.
Define necessary and proper clause.
What is the necessary and proper clause also known as?
Define executive orders.
Define executive agreements. How are they different from treaties?
Define judicial review.
What case led to judicial review?
Give an example of an informal constitutional change based on tradition.
What does the Cons say about parties, conventions, or the cabinet. How have they changed?
Define parties, conventions, and the cabinet.
Who came up with separation of powers?
Really understand what each branch does.
KNOW THE CHECKS AND BALANCES TRIANGLE THING. KNOW IT FOR EVERY BRANCH!
How are amendments proposed and ratified? Must know two ways for each.
Know what each of these amendments are and the match them with their numbers. Use the tricks some awesome teacher taught you.
a. 9, 10, 11, 12, 16, 17, 20, 22, 25, 27

